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     Two experts explain the workings of a 
profound opening complex

     Gain an understanding of the opening 
and the middlegames it leads to

     Market – club, tournament, Internet 
and correspondence players
      

About the Publisher: Gambit Publications is passionate about creating innovative and instructive chess books, 
suitable for all standards of player. Thanks to a renowned editorial team of masters and grandmasters, Gambit 
now has over 160 chess titles in print, and half a million Gambit chess books have been sold. Our books for 
beginners and club-level players use effective training techniques to make improving easy and fun.

The French Defense is one of the most important chess openings. Its qualities are such that it appeals to a wide range of 
chess temperaments: it is solid yet uncompromising, and with a variety of chaotic variations to appeal to the most 
bloodthirsty of players, but also offering more tranquil lines to those seeking a quieter existence. While it is hard for 
White to avoid at least some imbalance in the position, he also has a wide choice. In some of the most critical lines, he 
accepts major structural weaknesses in return for piece-play and dynamic chances, while he can also seek to establish a 
modest space advantage without such heavy positional commitments.
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